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Introduction
This chapter discusses the video test signals
found on the Avia PRO Video Test DVD and its
supplemental 4:3 Ratio DVD. Avia PRO contains
the most extensive set of video setup and test
signals ever released. Over 1,000 new digitally
generated and mastered test signals (5,000
counting variants) are included. Professional
calibrators, engineers, reviewers, and designers
will recognize familiar signals in Avia PRO, but
many patterns include extra test features or are
completely new. We recommend reading this
chapter to learn about the new video tests and
features in Avia PRO.

Avia PRO’s extensive test set enables calibrators
to choose a pattern tailored to the task. Examples
include: geometry grids selectable in intensity,
tinting, and spacing; grayscale windows available
in 2.5, 5 and 10 IRE increments; and  APL
intensities adjustable during black level adjust-
ment. These and other signal options allow Avia
PRO users to enjoy a near custom fit between
pattern and task.

Avia PRO Video Test DVD's were designed for
professional users rather than consumers. They
behave as a responsive test signal source rather
than an instructional video with incidental
calibration signals. Professional users demand
immediate access to test signals with a minimum
of material "in the way." Avia PRO Video Test
DVD's feature quick access of all test patterns via
logically arranged menus or chapter/title number
navigation.

As a professional level suite, Avia PRO was freed
of limitations that protect lay users but interfere
with experts. For instance, automatic pattern
advance is the default on the consumer Avia
Guide to Home Theater DVD. This appropriately
reduced screen burn-in risk for consumers, but
calibrators, reviewers, and engineers benefit from
explicit control of signal changes. Patterns in
Avia PRO do not advance unless explicitly
directed by the user.

Avia PRO on-disc signal arrangement took into
consideration the tasks commonly performed by
calibrators. Separate suites of patterns were
culled for CRT and fixed panel (digital) display

setup. Each suite features patterns selected to
meet the special needs of that class display. The
CRT suite places greater emphasis on geometry
and convergence patterns while the fixed panel
suite includes more scaling, gamma tracking, and
signal limit tests.

Small sets of patterns were linked together to
speed commonly performed tasks. For instance,
navigating between window patterns during
grayscale calibration was cumbersome before
Avia PRO. Calibrators either had to accept the
high and low IRE window patterns that happened
to be adjacent on a disc or inconveniently step
between their desired window patterns. Avia PRO
users can choose the high and low IRE window
sets appropriate for the situation. Once window
values are selected, Avia PRO speeds navigation
between the desired windows during grayscale
calibration.

About Pattern Generation
Test patterns on the Avia PRO Video Test DVD's
were digitally synthesized in native 480P resolu-
tion using signal synthesis software custom
written by the author. Direct synthesis in native
480P resolution allowed creation of finely
detailed test material that would have been
mathematically impossible to create in a non-
native resolution. However, detailed and accurate
signal generation is not enough. Test signals must
also be accurately encoded for delivery on the
DVD medium.

When the Avia PRO project was started, no
suitable MPEG2 encoding solution existed which
was able to achieve the low noise, signal level
accuracy, and full bandwidth desired. High
accuracy encoding solutions were developed
through close collaboration with Innobits, the
makers of BitVice encoder. With special com-
pression software supplied by Innobits, we were
able to preserve original signal levels, reduce
noise, and maintain flat response for both luma
and chroma out to Nyquist limits. The result is
that Avia PRO delivers the most accurate, highly
detailed, wide bandwidth test signals on NTSC
DVD. Users of BitVice now benefit from ad-
vances made through the collaboration between
Ovation Multimedia and Innobits.



Resolution, Frequency
Response, Group Delay
and Y/C Timing
Avia PRO provides tests for evaluation and
adjustment of image detail and resolution. This
section first discusses patterns designed for visual
inspection. After that, instrument based tests of
frequency response, group delay and Y/C delay
using oscilloscopes or waveform monitors are
considered.

Resolution Chart

Resolution Chart: Image sharpness, resolution, edge
transition fidelity, geometry, scaling match, as well as
overscan can all be inspected with this single pattern.

Coupled with the right test signal, even visual
inspection of a system's image output can detect
loss of fine image detail, smearing, false outlines
or ringing at edge transitions. The Resolution
Chart in Avia PRO contains multiple elements for
testing a display or entire video playback chain.
In the center you find a zone plate pattern (con-
centric circles of varying spacing) which tests
frequency response over a range of signal fre-
quencies and angles. Also present are cross hairs
indicating frame center. Two resolution wedges
indicate vertical resolution in TVL and two
resolution wedges indicate horizontal resolution
in MHz and TVL. T and T2 pulse bars at each
side of the pattern check positive and negative
edge transitions for ringing and smear. Three
small, corner zone plates test frequency response
at fixed frequencies including 3.58 MHz, the
color carrier frequency. A fourth circle at lower
right corner contains a 6.75 MHz burst that is at
the maximum limit of NTSC DVD resolution.
Along the lower and right edges of the pattern,
every other pixel stripes check scaler function.
Triangular frame edge indicators and overscan
lines every 1% show how much of each frame
edge is lost to overscan. A large circle in the
background serves as a geometry check. Finally,
small text in each corner helps test corner focus.

Despite this chart being primarily a pattern for
testing resolution and scaler performance, many
calibrators will take advantage of its geometry
features to adjust display centering, geometry,
and overscan. It has uses beyond resolution
testing. When using this pattern for testing
resolution, pay particular attention to the resolu-
tion wedges, zone plates, T pulses and T2 pulses.

Resolution Wedges: The vertically long wedges
(sinusoidal lines which begin widely spaced and
gradually squeeze nearer together) measure
horizontal image resolution and bandwidth. The
horizontally long wedges measure vertical image
resolution. On a perfect display system, the every
other pixel detail at the fine ends of the wedges is
distinctly visible. On most real life display
systems, the higher frequencies of the wedges are
attenuated causing the lines to blur together or
dim. Some roll-off is normal, but ideally the
finest details will still be present. To estimate
resolution, find the point on each wedge at which
the lines are no longer distinct and read either the
TVL or MHz number of the scales along each
wedge. MHz values are to the left of each verti-
cally long wedge. TVL values are to the right of
the vertically long wedges. The horizontally long
wedges are only marked in TVL resolution.

Circular Zone Plates: ZP's are useful because
they allow examination of performance at all
angles. They can be fixed in spacing as in the
corner zone plates or vary in frequency as in the
central zone plate which runs from 2.0 to 4.0
MHz. Just as with resolution wedges, high
frequency losses appear as a blurring or dimming
of finer spaced detail.  If video scaling is poorly
done, zone plates may exhibit moiré.

6.75 MHz Patch and Scaling Stripes: NTSC
DVD has a maximal or Nyquist frequency of
6.75 MHz. This corresponds to every other pixel
in a pattern. The every other pixel spacing of
vertical lines in the lower right circular patch and
in the stripes along the right and bottom edges of
the pattern should be visible if the display re-
solves the finest details recordable on NTSC
DVD. If the display or scaler combination cannot
exactly match or represent the fine detail in this
patch, you may see beat patterns (periodic
lightening and darkening or bunching of lines)

Home Theater PC or fixed panel users striving
for 1:1 pixel alignment can use the scaling stripes
to detect when 1:1 pixel mapping is attained. The
number of visible beats within the scaling stripes
is roughly equal to how many counts the current
scaled size is away from perfect 1:1 pixel scaling.



T and T2 Pulses: The black and white vertical
lines at each side of pattern are sine squared
pulses that increase in intensity (white) or de-
crease in intensity (black). The shapes of the
pulses are special. They are designed to keep
their frequency components within limits that
should be cleanly handled by normal playback
equipment. The slower (thicker) T2 pulses should
show neither overshoot nor undershoot (ringing)
on equipment with flat frequency and good phase
preservation. The T pulses are more difficult to
reproduce cleanly. You may see ringing of the T
pulses on consumer equipment.

Usage with Sharpness Controls: As you turn
sharpness controls up or down, you will see
various frequencies on the zone plates or wedges
lighten or darken. Brightening indicates that the
control is emphasizing a frequency. Ideally, the
wedges will be even in intensity without any
portions overemphasized. Pay attention to the T
and T2 pulses and try to keep ringing minimized
at least around the thicker T2 pulses.

The Avia PRO Resolution chart provides multiple
visual indicators for frequency response testing
as well as other display parameters. Other visu-
ally oriented test patterns for resolution, band-
width and testing are supplied by Avia PRO. The
Sharpness pattern is a useful alternative for
setting both vertical and horizontal sharpness as
well as assessing chroma bandwidth.

Sharpness & Peaking

Sharpness & Peaking: Like the Resolution pattern, the
Sharpness pattern provides multiple frequency re-
sponse and edge transition tests, but it is optimized for
adjusting sharpness controls rather than determining
display resolution.

The Avia PRO Sharpness & Peaking pattern
shares some features with the Resolution pattern.
Overscan percentage marks, centering crosshair,
edge indicators, scaling stripes and corner plates
are common to both. Central content of the
sharpness pattern is better attuned for adjusting
sharpness controls. A luma frequency sweep

from 2.0 to 5.0 MHz, as well as expanded zone
plate range, and both horizontal and vertical T &
T2 pulses allow easier observation of which
frequencies are being affected and the presence
of ringing. Just as in the resolution pattern, a gray
background allows both undershoot and over-
shoot around the T pulses to be visible.  A black
background would not allow undershoot to be
visible. A white background (particularly on a
digital display) could hide overshoot.  Speaking
of gray backgrounds, the intensity is not 50%
gray but rather a special shade of gray.

Gray Background: The gray backgrounds of the
Resolution, Sharpness & Peaking, Zone Plate and
Resolution Plates patterns are not 50% gray.
They are instead an intensity that matches the
average integrated brightness of a full amplitude
sine wave on a 2.2 gamma monitor. Thus, the
special gray background in these patterns pro-
vides a visual indication of signal attenuation or
emphasis. Signal frequencies for which a display
has flat response appear the same brightness as
the special gray background. Attenuated frequen-
cies appear darker than the gray background.
Emphasized frequencies appear brighter. A 50%
gray would not have that special relationship.
However, be cautious when reading results.
Scaling artifacts can upset the relationship, so
verification with a waveform monitor or oscillo-
scope is recommended.

Chroma Sweeps: Horizontal Cr and Cb sweeps
from 0.8 to 2.4 MHz are at the bottom of the
Sharpness pattern. These are for inspecting
chroma frequency response. Unlike conventional
Cr and Cb sweeps, the chroma sweeps in Avia
PRO are RGB legal. In this pattern, their polari-
ties are also restricted for better visual contrast.
RGB legal chroma sweeps mean that even if this
signal is converted from component color space
into the RGB domain, the signal remains valid.
Ordinary Cr and Cb sweeps distort and clip if
converted between RGB and component color
space. Avia PRO's sweeps allow testing despite
the use of RGB processing in a system.



Zone Plate

Zone Plate: Resolution at multiple angles and frequen-
cies are tested with zone plate.

Another pattern for visual testing of resolution,
bandwidth, and scaling is the Zone Plate Pattern.
The center of this pattern is filled by a large zone
plate with frequencies from 1.0 to 4.0 MHz.
Amplitude loss or emphasis at various frequen-
cies can be seen as brightening, darkening, or
blurring of the circular lines. Scaler preservation
of detail can also be examined using this pattern.
Scaling artifacts can appear as moiré patterns.
Zone plate frequency range was chosen to mini-
mize moiré in the pattern itself. This means
visible moiré when displaying this pattern is
primarily due to the playback chain and display
rather than the pattern. T and T2 pulses are
provide for those wishing to adjust sharpness
using this pattern.

Upper Video Frequency Range
Testing
Conventional frequency sweeps are of limited
value above approximately 4.5 MHz due to the
sampling limitations of the NTSC DVD 720 x
480 pixel map. Phase alignment effects create
moiré patterns and render sweeps difficult to
interpret. The problem worsens as frequency
approaches 6.75 MHz. Indeed, a 6.75 MHz signal
that is out of phase relative to the sampling
interval would appear as gray without any fine
detail. Despite difficulty of measurement, infor-
mation regarding performance in the upper
frequency ranges is desirable. Avia PRO provides
two means of examining phase and frequency
response between 4.5 and 6.75 MHz. One is the
Resolution Plates pattern series discussed here.
The other, Polyphasic Sweeps, is discussed later.

Resolution Plates
The Resolution Plates test pattern sequence
allows examination of several frequencies in-
cluding some in the difficult, upper range. Zone
plates, with their multiple angles shift phase
alignment, allow some information to be gained.
Moiré will still be present, but one can at least
see if detail is being lost at a frequency. Resolu-
tion Plates are marked in both MHz and TVL. As
each successive pattern in the sequence appears,
the set of frequencies changes. Press pause on
your DVD remote to examine a plate in extended
detail.

Resolution Plates: A sequence of patterns with zone
plates for examining higher frequencies. Pause the DVD
player when the plates of interest are visible.

Scaling Test Stripes: The Resolution Plate
patterns also have every other line and every
other two line scaling stripes. The stripes along
the top and left of the patterns are on/off every
two pixels. Scaling stripes along the right and
bottom of the patterns are every other line in
spacing. Every other line scaling stripes are often
not rendered well on consumer displays, but all
displays should have sufficient resolution and
image sampling to render the every two line
stripes well.



Instrumented Frequency and Phase
Response Testing

Multiburst
Faithful reproduction of video requires that
signals be preserved not only in terms of overall
amplitude, but also bandwidth and group delay.
Distortions that affect frequency and phase
response appear in images as blurring and/or
edge transition ringing. Examination of wave-
forms with an oscilloscope or waveform monitor
(an oscilloscope optimized for video signals) can
identify problems in frequency or phase response.
Although a video signal generator can also be
used as the test signal source, only test signals on
a DVD test the entire playback chain.

Multiburst Traditional: Packets of sine waves for testing
response at frequencies of interest.

The most easily understood test patterns for
testing frequency response are multiburst pat-
terns. Multiburst patterns contain equal ampli-
tude, sinusoidal signal bursts at various frequen-
cies. By examining the amplitude of each burst
on a scope, one can determine if a particular
frequency is attenuated or emphasized. Care was
taken to keep Avia PRO's on-disc burst ampli-
tudes equal. Otherwise, observed attenuation or
emphasis might be due to the test signal rather
than the equipment being tested. Flags at the
leftmost portion of the pattern indicate the
expected excursion of bursts. Intrinsic to several
Avia PRO patterns are 3 dB and 6 dB attenuation
indicators along the top of the pattern. These
appear on scope as lines making dB attenuation
measurement simple even if the scope lacks dB
indicators.

Avia PRO supplies luma multiburst patterns in
both labeled and unlabeled versions allowing
either easy identification of frequency on screen
or uncluttered waveform scope display. 1/2
amplitude patterns are also supplied for situa-
tions, such as VCR alignment, in which full
excursion signals are inappropriate.

Waveform of Multiburst Traditional: Some frequency
packets cannot be accurately represented due to NTSC
DVD video sampling rate limitations. This appears as
minor unevenness of affected packet waveforms even if
equipment response if flat.

The traditional version of multiburst has bursts at
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 3.58, and 4.2 MHz. These
match the frequencies available from a conven-
tional signal generator. However, the 13.5 MHz
sampling rate of video destined for NTSC DVD
does not allow precise representation of a sine
wave at all these frequencies. This is seen on
scope as uneven waveforms in the packets.
Despite this limitation, the traditional version
multiburst is useful because it contains important
frequencies such as the 3.58 NTSC color carrier
frequency. However, uneven on-disc representa-
tion of the traditional bursts can make interpreta-
tion of frequency response difficult. Even if
equipment frequency response is completely flat,
the traditional multiburst waveform looks slightly
uneven. To avoid this problem, Avia PRO also
includes multiburst DVD Nyquist patterns. These
contain frequency packets cleanly represented
within the 13.5 MHz sampling rate of NTSC
DVD. The frequency bursts are all related to the
NTSC DVD Nyquist frequency, hence the name
Multiburst DVD Nyquist.

Multiburst DVD Nyquist: Packets of sine waves phase
aligned and at frequencies suitable for undistorted
representation on NTSC DVD.



Waveform of Multiburst DVD Nyquist: Frequency
packets at Nyquist related frequencies better maintain
constant amplitude than traditional frequencies.

Sweep Patterns
Multiburst patterns are easy to understand, but
test frequency response at only the frequencies
for which they provide bursts. Problems with
response at frequencies between the supplied
frequencies are not detected with multiburst
patterns. To test frequency response more com-
pletely, sweep patterns are useful. These provide
a continuously varying frequency sinusoidal
sweep which test a frequency range rather than
discrete frequencies.

Horizontal Sweep: Sinusoidal waveform varies in
frequency across pattern. Luma and color component
versions are supplied.

Avia PRO sweep patterns are supplied in several
frequency ranges, in full or half intensity, in
multiple component color versions, in vertical or
horizontal, in labeled or unlabeled form, and in
Avia PRO's exclusive polyphasic form. This wide
variety of sweep patterns gives great flexibility in
testing.

The Avia PRO sweep patterns share some fea-
tures with the multiburst patterns. You will again
find 3 and 6 dB attenuation indicators at the top
of the patterns. The left side of the patterns has
indicators for black and white level. New at the
extreme right side of the patterns is a 6.75 MHz
Nyquist burst to check top end frequency re-
sponse. For chroma sweeps, the frequency limits

and burst frequencies are of course different from
those in luma sweeps.

Attenuation Stripes: Stripes at the top of sweeps
appear on scope as lines indicating 3 dB and 6 dB
signal loss. The scope must be in multi-line
display (line select off) for markers to appear.

Vertical Sweep: TVL resolution is tested using this
pattern.

White and Black Flags: At each sweep pattern's
left (or top if vertical sweep), flags indicate the
top and bottom waveform excursion expected for
flat response. The white flag is at 100 IRE and
the black is at 7.5 IRE. If North American 7.5
setup is not present, black is at 0 IRE.

Waveform of Horizontal Sweep: Avia PRO maintains
sweep amplitude as flat as possible to facilitate inter-
pretation of scope results. Note burst at 6.75 MHz is
encoded on disc at full amplitude.

Frequency Labels and Markers are at the
bottom of the pattern. If a scope is displaying all
scan lines, the markers appear on screen and
allow easy identification of test frequencies. Non-
labeled sweeps are supplied to permit unencum-
bered visualization of markers.

Nyquist Burst: At the extreme right end of the
sweeps is a burst at Nyquist (6.75 MHz for luma
sweeps/ 3.38 MHz for chroma sweeps). The burst
is encoded at the full amplitude as indicated by
the flags at the left of the pattern. Attenuation of
the burst is often seen in analog playback chains.
Fully digital, wide bandwidth playback systems
such as home theater PC's typically preserve the
burst amplitude.



Polyphasic Sweeps

Mentioned earlier was the problem with sweeps
and the upper portion of the video frequency
range. Phase misalignment between sine waves
and the sampling pixel structure overwhelms the
desired content. Severe phasing and banding
distortions appear in conventional sweeps that
range too high in frequency. Avia PRO provides
new tests to help elucidate response at those
difficult, upper frequencies. Resolution Plates
were discussed earlier. In this section, we reveal
Avia PRO's polyphasic sweeps. Polyphasic
sweeps gradually shift the phase relationship
between their waveform and the sampling pixel
structure through 2 pi radians (advances through
360 degrees of phase shift). You can now observe
frequency response at all phase alignments using
polyphasic sweeps. On an oscilloscope, the
amplitude envelope of the sweep grows and
shrinks as phase varies. By observing both peak
and null response over multiple phases, one can
gather information about high frequency response
unavailable from conventional sweeps.

Polyphasic sweeps are provided for luma, color
components, vertical and horizontal versions.
You will notice that the screen area covered by
polyphasic sweeps is smaller than fixed sweeps.
This was intentionally done to safeguard signal
quality. The constrained screen coverage reduces
bit rate requirements so the highly detailed
polyphasic sweeps are better preserved on disc.

Sweep Patterns on Disc

Sweep patterns on the Avia PRO Video Test
DVD's are supplied in both horizontal and verti-
cal orientations. Vertical sweeps in both 1.33 and
1.78 ratio versions are needed to take into ac-
count the effect aspect ratio has on TVL resolu-
tion. Chroma sweeps are supplied in eight varia-
tions of chroma modulation. Chroma sweeps are
RGB legal to facilitate testing even if conversion
back and forth between component and RGB
color space is performed by equipment.

Luma Sweeps

Horizontal Sweeps
1.0 to 4.0 MHz
0.5 to 2.5 MHz
1.5 to 3.5 MHz
2.5 to 4.5 MHz
Polyphasic 3.5 to 6.75 MHz

1/2 Amplitude Horizontal Sweep
1.0 to 4.0 MHz
0.5 to 2.5 MHz
1.5 to 3.5 MHz
2.5 to 4.5 MHz
Polyphasic 3.5 to 6.75 MHz

Vertical Sweeps
100 to 250 TVL
Polyphasic 100 to 405 TVL

1/2 Amplitude Vertical Sweep
100 to 250 TVL
Polyphasic 100 to 405 TVL

Vertical Luma Sweeps in 1.33 Ratio
100 to 300 TVL
Polyphasic 100 to 540 TVL

1/2 Amplitude 100 to 300 TVL
1/2 Amplitude Polyphasic 100 to 540
TVL

Chroma Sweeps

Each chroma sweep is supplied in the fol-
lowing modulations:

Cb Only Cr Only
Cb Negative Cr Negative
Cb Positive Cr Positive
Cb & Cr Inverse Cb & Cr

Sweeps are as follows:

Chroma Sweeps in 1.78 Ratio
Horizontal 0.5 to 2.0 MHz
Horiz. Polyphasic 0.5 to 3.38 MHz

Vertical 60 to 120 TVL
Vertical Polyphasic 60 to 200 MHz

Chroma Vertical Sweeps in 1.33 Ratio
Chroma Sweep 40 to 160 TVL
Chroma Polyphasic 40 to 160 TVL



Group Delay & Phase Response
Signal reproduction requires not only flat fre-
quency response but also correct time alignment
of the frequency components. Multiburst and
sweep tests check only frequency response.
While that may be sufficient for some purposes,
phase response or group delay problems can
create significant distortions even if frequency
response in a system is flat. Unfortunately, phase
response is more difficult to explain and too often
ignored in equipment reviews.

Group delay errors are easier to understand if one
thinks of the video signal as the sum of many
frequency components that must be reassembled
to form the original signal. The amplitude of all
those components must be preserved (flat fre-
quency response) and the timing of the compo-
nents must be kept aligned (zero group delay
error). If a system has group delay errors, some
frequency components arrive sooner than others.
The reconstructed output is distorted because
components from different instants in time are
added together instead of those that belong
together. Hence, distortion can result even though
frequency response is perfect. Group delay errors
can blur edge transitions and create ringing-like
artifacts.

Multipulse

Multipulse: Group delay and frequency response are
both tested with this pattern.

The multipulse signal is useful for checking
phase response or group delay as well as fre-
quency response. Like the multiburst signal,
multipulse signals include packets of sinusoidal
waves at various frequencies. However, unlike
multiburst patterns, the waves are within sine
squared (T 25 or T 12.5) pulse envelopes instead
of rectangular envelopes. The lower and upper
frequency components of the test signal are phase
aligned so one can test whether the upper and
lower frequency components are delayed relative
to each other in a display system. To make that

task easier, the amplitudes of the sine waves are
generated such that their bottom excursion tips
perfectly align with the pulse baseline. By
looking at how well the waveform tips maintain
position on the pulse baseline, one can discern
both group delay errors and frequency response
problems.

Because waveform shape is absolutely critical for
interpreting multipulse patterns, the encoded
waveform must be free of intrinsic distortions.
Otherwise, one cannot tell if observed distortions
are due to the pattern or the equipment being
tested. Recall that the traditional frequencies used
in multiburst patterns cannot be completely
represented on NTSC DVD. That same problem
would affect multipulse patterns if traditional
frequencies were naively used or an existing
multipulse pattern was captured from a standard
NTSC signal generator. Frequency and sampling
interval distortions would render such a mul-
tipulse pattern much less useful. Avia PRO
multipulse patterns were generated using fre-
quency pulses that are cleanly encodable on
NTSC DVD.

Waveform of Multipulse: Alignment of lower waveform
tips exactly on baseline of the pulse baseline indicates
flat frequency response and absence of group delay
error.

Examination of waveform excursions within each
pulse reveals problems in frequency response
and/or group delay. For instance, if high fre-
quency components are attenuated relative to
lower frequency components, the wave tips no
longer reach baseline. If high frequency peaking
is present, the waveform tips may exceed the

Multipulse showing high frequency loss.
Waveform tips fall short of pulse base-
line. Note that distortion is symmetric and
centered indicating no group delay error.



pulse baseline. Group delay errors appear as
sinusoidal distortion of the baseline because the
amplitude changes of the high frequency sine
waves no longer coincide with pulse envelope
amplitude.

Multipulse patterns in Avia PRO include 3 dB
and 6 dB attenuation markers as well as black
and white level flags. The first pulse is a T2 pulse
that is useful for scoped assessment of impulse
response. Inverted multipulse is also provided to
verify signal linearity.

Inverted Multipulse: Signal levels are inverted to help
verify response linearity.

Luma & Chroma Timing Delay
Luma and color component signals travel through
separate processing in many video systems. The
differing paths may result in luma and color
information not arriving simultaneously. Indeed,
the error can even originate at the DVD player.
Y/C delay errors create artifacts at color transi-
tions. If severe, visible displacement of color
information can be seen. If Y/C delay errors are

large, visual inspection of the display can detect
the delay. Smaller delay errors require an oscillo-
scope for measurement. Avia PRO provides both
visual, pixel based and instrument based tests of
luma/color component delay

The first feature built into Avia PRO for detecting
luma and chroma delay errors is in the color bar
patterns. Normally, color bars are limited in the
rate at which they transition from one color to
another. This is to remain within over the air
transmission limits that are more restrictive than
on-DVD capability. Avia PRO is a DVD based
test set never intended for transmitter alignment.
An FCC compliant signal generator with more
precise output levels than a DVD player should
be used for that purpose, never a DVD player. On
the other hand, Avia PRO is intended for evalu-
ating playback chains from DVD to display. It
made good sense to use the higher than broadcast
signal resolution possible on DVD to provide
more rigorous test signals. Consequently, the
color edge transitions in Avia PRO color bars are
extra sharp and pixel aligned with MPEG2 color
subsampling positions. Examine color bar edge
transitions and see if each color cleanly becomes
the next. If errors are large, you may see luma
and chroma transitions displaced relative to each
other.

Y/C Delay Chart

Y/C Delay Chart allows estimation and detection of Y/C
delay errors without instrumentation. Cr and Cb compo-
nent delay as well as RGB testing are tested.

The Y/C delay chart allows measurement if delay
errors are one pixel or greater. This is sometimes
referred to as a pixel based Y/C delay test. Use
the chart by examining the columns of color
strips and finding the strip whose left edge
horizontally best aligns with the accompanying
gray strip. Nanoseconds of color delay are
indicated next to the strip. Delays of Cr and Cb as
well as red, green, and blue can be read. The Cr
and Cb signals in this chart are RGB legal. The
chart can be used even if the signal has been
converted into RGB color space.

Multipulse waveform showing
group delay error in addition to high
frequency loss. Sine shaped
distortion of tip/baseline alignment
indicates that group delay error is
present.



In the rightmost portion of the chart are red
stripes in a yellow background. Red and yellow
are two colors that differ greatly in both luma and
chroma values. Transitions between them require
large changes in both luma and chroma. Y/C
delay errors horizontally separate the two types
of transitions. That causes yellow to red transi-
tions to appear different from red to yellow
transitions. Compare the left and right edges of
the red stripes. If Y/C delay is present, the left
and right edge transitions of the red stripes will
differ from each other.

Bowtie Patterns

Bowtie (500 KHz, RGB Legal): Luma/chroma delay
errors smaller than one pixel can be measured on an
oscilloscope using bowtie patterns. Viewed on a normal
display this pattern yields little information.

Viewed on a scope, bowties reveal timing and amplitude
preservation.  Note the null centered in middle of pattern
indicating zero delay. Markers indicate every 10, 50 and
100 ns. of shift.

Pixel based Y/C delay charts can only measure
delays of one pixel (74 ns) or greater. More
precise testing of Y/C delay errors requires use of
a bowtie pattern and oscilloscope. Bowtie pat-
terns work by providing two sine waves that
slightly differ in frequency. The waves are
precisely phase aligned at the center of the test
pattern. The small frequency difference between
the two waves causes a phase difference between
the waves that increases as one moves away from
pattern center. Subtracting the two sine waves
from each other and displaying the result on an

oscilloscope reveals a null point where the two
waves are exactly in phase. The resultant wave-
form is shaped similar to a bowtie, hence the
name of the pattern. If time alignment is perfect,
the central null of the subtracted waveforms is
positioned at the center of the pattern. If one
signal is delayed relative to the other, the null
shifts left or right.

Chroma delays smaller than one pixel are easily
measured using bowtie patterns. In this example using
an Avia PRO 1 MHz bowtie (double resolution), a 1/2
pixel chroma delay creates a rightward, 37 ns. shift of
the null.

Bowtie patterns test not only timing delay but
also relative signal amplitude and quality. If one
signal is attenuated, the null thickens vertically
on scope. If noise is present, the null becomes
less sharp.

Bowtie patterns encode one sine wave in the
luma channel and the other wave in the color
difference signals. To use the pattern, the luma
signal is fed into one input of an oscilloscope and
the color component signal to be tested is fed into
a second channel of the scope. The scope is set to
display the two channels subtracted from each
other.

Bowtie (1 MHz, RGB Legal): Higher frequency based
bowtie magnifies delay errors.



1 MHz Bowtie doubles time resolution of bowtie test.
Bowtie is also more distinctly visible.

Avia PRO Bowtie Features
Avia PRO Bowtie patterns contain features
unavailable from previous test signal sources.

RGB Legal: The bowtie patterns in Avia PRO
are RGB legal. Conventional bowtie patterns
severely distort and become unusable if con-
verted into RGB color space. The bowties in Avia
PRO are RGB legal and remain valid even if
converted from component color space into RGB
space and back to component space.

Delay Markers: Avia PRO makes reading of
time delays easy even if the oscilloscope lacks
electronic calipers. The bowties include markers
at every 10 nanosecond shift in addition to every
50 and 100 ns. The three types of markers differ
in height and also flip polarity to indicate Cr vs.
Cb testing. This compares favorably to older
patterns with only monotonic marks every 20 ns.

Higher Resolution: 1 MHz based bowties
double the measurable time resolution compared
to conventional 500 KHz based bowties. Finer
readout of delay errors is now possible.

Inverse Chroma Bowties: Bowties normally
require a dual input oscilloscope with channel
subtraction capability. Avia PRO allows bowtie
analysis even if only a single channel scope is
available. Bowties with inverted color compo-
nents allow luma and color difference signals to
be added with a simple resistor network and
displayed on a single channel oscilloscope.

Chroma Delay Selectable: Some bowtie patterns
on DVD appear to have encoded their color
components with an inherent 1/2 pixel delay
(right shift) instead of encoding their color
component signals time aligned with luma. Avia
PRO provides both time aligned and 1/2 pixel
chroma delayed versions of bowties in case the
user needs to emulate the behavior of bowties
with an intrinsic chroma delay.



Levels, Grayscale, and
Gamma
Black level, white level, grayscale tracking, and
gamma response are underpinnings of image
reproduction. If these are improperly adjusted,
highlight and shadow details may be obscured,
and midrange contrast can be too bright or dark.
Avia PRO has families of signals to help the
calibrator achieve proper black level, white level,
grayscale tracking, and gamma response.

Needle Pulses

A commonly used signal for setting white level is
the Needle Pulse pattern. Avia PRO expands the
functionality of needle pulse patterns by adding
features to verify black level, test for white level
clipping, evaluate below black foot room, test
above white headroom, visually check grayscale
tracking, and verify gamma response.  A second
pulse at the right side of the patterns helps detect
geometry issues that may not be apparent with
just a single pulse. Hence, the patterns in Avia
PRO are named Needle Pulses instead of Needle
Pulse. A family of patterns provides a choice of
plain or more full featured versions of Needle
Pulses.

Needle Pulses + Log Scale + Gamma pattern is part of
a family of patterns used to set white level, check black
level, verify gamma response, and test grayscale
tracking. (Black falsely elevated for illustrative purposes)

Black Level Bars: Traditional PLUGE patterns
relied upon equipment passing below black
signals. Today's digital processing equipment and
DVD players may not necessarily pass blacker
than black signals and render older PLUGE
features less useful. Avia Guide to Home Theater
was the first to pioneer animated black level bars
allowing indication of black level even if below
black signals are not passed by equipment. Avia
PRO adds a third indicator stripe allowing precise
indication on both equipment with and without
blacker than black signal handling.

Avia PRO features three animated stripes in its
black level bars. These black level bars also
appear in window patterns and some color bars.
The leftmost stripe is 4 IRE below black and
serves the same purpose as the below black stripe
in conventional PLUGE signals. This blacker
than black bar may not be visible during adjust-
ment of equipment that does not pass blacker
than black signals. The middle black level bar is
a scant 1 IRE above black. The rightmost black
level bar is 2 IRE above black. The 1 and 2 IRE
above black bars are very close to black. This
allows finer indication of proper black level than
possible with stripes of higher amplitude. If a
display's black level is set just 1 IRE too low, the
middle bar (1 IRE above black bar) becomes
invisible. If display is set 2 IRE too dark, the
rightmost (2 IRE above black) bar disappears.
Avia PRO animates its black level bars making
them easier to see during calibration.

Adjust black level to make the blacker than black
bar the same black as the black background while
still allowing the 1 IRE and 2 IRE above black
bars to be visible. Equipment with poor shadow
rendering or insufficient bit depth may have
difficulty achieving both a black background
while still displaying the 1 IRE above black bar.
Other test patterns specifically for setting black
level are discussed later. Those are useful for
setting black level with respect to varying aver-
age picture level.

Waveform of Needle Pulses shows crossed steps
running above white and below black as well as ani-
mated black level and white level bars.

White Level Bars: Similar to black level bars,
Avia PRO includes animated indicators for white
level. These are particularly useful with digital
displays and processors that may clip signal
levels more severely than older analog systems.
The leftmost white level bar is 2 IRE below
white. The middle bar is 1 IRE below white, and
the rightmost bar is 1 IRE above white. Use of
Avia PRO's white level bars helps avoid the
common problem of near white detail clipping on
digital displays. Adjust white level to keep at



least the 1 and 2 IRE below white bars visible.
The above white bar can clip without endanger-
ing details of properly mastered material. If either
of the 1 or 2 IRE below white bars disappears,
the system is clipping image details that are near
white. Don't assume that lack of clipping is
sufficient to ensure white level is correct on a
digital or plasma display. Also check grayscale
tracking with the log steps as discussed later.

Needle Pulses: Just as with conventional Needle
Pulse patterns, the pulses in Avia PRO can be
used on CRT displays to check geometry stability
across APL changes. SVM presence can be seen
as a difference in width of the white and black
portions of the pulses.

Crossed Steps: Digital video internally encodes
luma black internally at level 16 and white and
level 235. Digital signal levels from 1 to 15 are
reserved for below black foot room. Levels 236
to 254 are for above white headroom. Levels 0
and 255 are reserved. Proper mastering of mate-
rial for DVD places black in the picture at digital
16 and white at digital 235. Unfortunately, not all
discs are carefully mastered. Some include luma
information outside the digital 16 to 235 range.
Because of the occasional poorly mastered
recording, an ability to process signals in the
below black and the above white regions can be
useful.

Shallow, crossed steps above white and below
black signal test the ability of a system to handle
signals above and below normal range. The dark
steps in the black background cross at black. The
brighter steps in the white background cross at
white. Depending on whether a display has
enough headroom, you may or may not see the
steps that go above white. A display with prop-
erly adjusted black level shouldn't show the
blacker than black portion of crossed steps.
Viewed on a waveform monitor, the steps indi-
cate whether signal processing clips or includes
above white and below black details.

Log Steps: The central log steps provide visual
testing of grayscale tracking. The steps exponen-
tially increase in intensity, but should remain the
same color of gray if grayscale tracking is cor-
rect. If grayscale tracking is poor, the color of
gray may differ when you compare steps of
different intensity. This pattern feature is par-
ticularly useful while setting white level on
digital or plasma displays. On some displays,
grayscale tracking becomes poor even before
white level is raised to the point of white level
clipping. On displays with such limitations,
contrast may need to be kept below the point at

which grayscale tracking deteriorates. Look for
this by observing the log steps while adjusting
display contrast control. If a color shift in the
steps or clipping of the white level bars occur,
white level has been set too high.

Gamma Check Steps: At the left side of the Log
Steps, some of the Needle Pulses include gamma
check steps for visual verification of gamma
response. The average intensity of the lines in
each gamma step equals the brightness of log
step immediately to its right. The gamma steps
and log steps should change in intensity together
as they run from light to dark if the display
matches CRT gamma response.

Some caution should be taken while interpreting
gamma steps. Scalers often alter the brightness of
fine lines. This is particularly true if a scaler does
not gamma correct the video signal back into a
linear representation of light intensity prior to
scaling. Such a scaler would then need to re-
gamma the scaled signal. Recall that the NTSC
video signal is not linear to light intensity but is
instead one which includes the inverse gamma
function. Scaling the inverse gamma related
signals instead of a linear representation creates
gamma induced errors. These appear as false
brightening or darkening of small details and as
edge artifacts. Unfortunately, scalers in consumer
grade equipment usually do not convert the video
signal into a linear representation prior to scaling.
If such is the case, the gamma steps will not
match the brightness of the accompanying log
steps. You can still use the steps but look for
them to darken and lighten in ratio with the
accompanying log steps rather than identically
match the log steps in brightness.

Black Level Patterns
Imperfect DC restoration or light scatter in a
display sometimes confounds black level adjust-
ments. Avia PRO provides a family of Black
Level patterns with selectable APL and content.

Black Level Bars + Log Steps + Gamma Steps: Simul-
taneous black level, white level, as well as grayscale
tracking can be tested with this low APL pattern.



Waveform showing animated black level bars and white
level bars analogous to those in Needle Pulses.

Animated black level bars throughout Avia PRO
are all encoded with the same trio of levels. The
leftmost black level bar is 4 IRE below black.
The middle black level bar is 1 IRE above black,
and the rightmost black level bar is 2 IRE above
black. Although other patterns in Avia PRO
contain the same black level bars, the Black
Level Bar family of patterns is optimized for
setting black level.

Black Level Bars + Variable Half: Variable APL loading
of display tests black level stability. (Black level elevated
and white decreased in figure to illustrate normally
invisible blacker than black and whiter than white bars)

If variable intensity right half is 90 IRE or higher, white
level bars at 2 & 1 IRE below white and 1 IRE above
white are added to help detect clipping.

DC restoration is rarely perfect in analog proc-
essing chains. For this reason, a compromise
black level must often be set at intermediate
average picture intensity. Actual APL selected
will vary with display behavior. Avia PRO allows
the user to adjust pattern APL to a level appropri-

ate for the display while setting black level. The
Black Level Bars + Variable Half pattern's right
half of the pattern can be varied from black to
white using the play, pause, and reverse controls
of the DVD player. If a 90 IRE or brighter right
half is chosen, Avia PRO's standard white level
bars are added to the test pattern. These are at the
usual 2 IRE below white, 1 IRE below white and
1 IRE above white levels.

Digital displays typically retain black level better
than CRT displays, but even if a display has
perfect DC restoration, variable APL black level
patterns are still beneficial. Selecting a low APL
can make the black level bars easier to see by
reducing light scatter.

Black Level Bars + Log Steps + Gamma Strip + Variable
APL: This pattern adds a central grayscale calibration
target.

Some calibrators may wish to verify grayscale
calibration simultaneously with gamma testing
and both black level and white level checks. This
unique pattern combines multiple test features
along with grayscale measurement. The grayscale
meter should have limited acceptance angle to
use this pattern.

Chip Chart
This electronic equivalent of a camera view of a
log reflectance chip chart allows visual checks of
grayscale tracking as well as black and white
level. Such crossed step patterns were less useful
with CRT projection because of that technology's
propensity to color shift between one side of the



screen to the other. Side to side color shift
obfuscated observations of grayscale tracking so
much that step patterns fell out of favor in home
cinema setup. Digital projection systems, with
their better side to side color uniformity, once
more allow chip chart usage.

Chip Chart: Crossed steps test grayscale while indica-
tors for shadow detail and white level clipping are in
center of pattern. The "chips" or steps should vary in
intensity but not in color.

Waveform of Chip Chart: Note gradated stripes of near
black and near white stripes.

Avia PRO's Chip Chart has an 18% brightness
background not 18% signal intensity. Crossed
steps run from 0% (black) to 100% (white) signal
intensity. In the center are a black band and a
white band. Within these bands, stripes test near
black and near white performance. Unlike con-
ventional "zebra stripes" which are of only a
single intensity, the stripes in Avia PRO vary in
intensity from left to right. This allows finer
testing of shadow and highlight detail perform-
ance. The left most stripe is dimmest in each
series of five stripes. The near black stripes are at
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5% intensity. The near white
stripes are at 95, 96, 97, 98, and 99% signal
intensity. On a display with good shadow and
highlight rendering, all the near black and near
white stripes should be visible.

Step Patterns

Horizontal 5 IRE Step Pattern: Avia PRO includes step
patterns in 5 IRE and 10 IRE increments from black to
white as well as steps from below black to above white.

Scope tracing of horizontal 5 IRE steps should show
linear response as in this waveform. The first step from
7.5 to 10 IRE is intentionally smaller than the remaining
steps.

Step patterns in both horizontal and vertical
orientation are provided. Most test signal sources
only provide 10 IRE increment steps, but Avia
PRO also provides 5 IRE steps. The finer grada-
tions are particularly useful while visually
checking digital system grayscale tracking.
Crossed versions of steps are useful for visual
testing because they juxtapose differing intensity
grays making comparison of gray colors easier.

Avia PRO's windowboxed steps permit ends of stair-
cases to be observed even on displays with moderate
overscan.



High Monotonicity Steps
Digital video encodes luma values with black at
level 16 and white at level 235. The values 0 and
255 are reserved. In order to accommodate
overshoot and imperfect mastering, below black
foot room and above white headroom are allo-
cated digital levels 1 to 15 and 236 to 255 re-
spectively.

Ideally, a display allows differentiation of each
digital value. If the display is digital, it must also
have sufficient internal bit depth to represent all
luma values 16 to 235 after applying its gamma
table. Insufficient bit depth will cause some
signal levels to be indistinguishable from others
and create banding, contouring, and clipping
artifacts.

Normal step patterns, even those in 5 IRE incre-
ments are neither fine enough in level change nor
monotonic enough to test preservation of digital
values. Avia PRO includes tests specifically for
checking monotonicity and bit depth adequacy.
Five High Monotonicity Step patterns:

Steps 16 to 235 by 4
Steps 16 to 235 by 2
Steps 16 to 235 by 1
Steps 1 to 254 by 1
Steps 0 to 255 by 1

The digital luma range for each pattern is given
in its name. The last number in the pattern name
is how much, in digital value, the luma value
increases with each step. Patterns, which run
from digital 16 to 235, test the range from true
black to true white. The 1 to 254 pattern tests the
entire legal digital range including foot and head
room. The final pattern includes steps at the
illegal but still encodable values of 0 and 255.
DVD players that do not pass blacker than black
signals will clip all values below 16 and cause
loss of the dark end of the latter two high
monotonicity step patterns.

Standards compliant material encodes all in-
tended visible picture information within the 16
to 235 (true black to white) digital range. How-
ever, mastering is not always perfect. Some DVD
releases have white values well above the stan-
dard 235. Such non-compliant discs look brighter
but also induce severe highlight clipping on many
displays.

Waveform of High Monotonicity Steps 0 to 254 by 1:
Digital luma values from darkest below black to brightest
above white are encoded in this pattern. This exceeds
normal range for picture information and includes foot
room and headroom testing.

High Monotonicity steps are best used by first
verifying that the DVD player and processor are
preserving each step value. This can be done with
an oscilloscope or waveform monitor. Without
scope verification, observed problems cannot be
properly attributed to the player/processor vs.
display. Once DAC monotonicity and all step
values are confirmed to be present, visual obser-
vation of a display reveals whether it has suffi-
cient bit depth to render all luma values. Insuffi-
cient bit depth on digital displays causes some
adjacent steps to become indistinguishable.
Analog displays do not exhibit this problem.

Ramp Patterns

Ramp patterns check amplifier linearity and gray
scale tracking more continuously than step
patterns. Both conventional and highly mono-
tonic "deep" ramps are provided in Avia PRO.
Conventional ramps run nearly the width of the
video frame and range from true black to white
(digital 16 to 235). This corresponds to 7.5 to 100
IRE if North American setup is present.

Single ramps, crossed ramps, and double-crossed
ramps are supplied in both vertical and horizontal
orientation. The ramps were intentionally win-
dowboxed to allow their entire extents to be
visible on most displays. Older, non-
windowboxed ramps can have their ends cut off
by overscan or DVD player pixel cropping. The
ramps are not dithered, and cleanly delineate
each luma level. However, because the conven-
tional ramps have a pixel width that is not inte-
grally related to the number of signal levels,
some periodic banding will be seen on screen.
Dithering the ramps could have reduced this
banding, but that would reduce smear signal
levels. Because of this normal banding, we do not
recommend the conventional ramps for visual



tests of display banding. Instead use Avia PRO's
"deep" ramps, which are inherently not banded.

Horizontal Ramp: Conventional, undithered ramp from
black to white is windowboxed to remain on screen
despite display overscan. Slight, periodic, on screen
banding of this pattern is normal due to the non-
monotonic width that each intensity level occupies
across the ramp.

Waveform of Horizontal Ramp: Conventional, undith-
ered ramp from black to white should be a straight line
on scope if video amplifier response is linear.

Horizontal XX-Ramp: Two crossed ramps meet each
other in the center of the pattern. The sharp central
demarcations at white in the top half and black in the
bottom half become blunted if clipping is present.

Waveform of Horizontal XX-Ramp: Inflections at white
and black in center of pattern simplifies testing for
clipping.

Deep Ramps
Deep ramps have several advantages over con-
ventional ramps. First, the width of the ramps
was specially chosen to make each digital signal
level occupy exactly the same width on the ramp.
This means the ramps are intrinsically banding
free without resorting to dithering or other
filtering. Second, the range of the "deep" ramps
runs from deepest below black to highest above
white. Hence, these ramps are called "deep"
ramps.

Deep Horizontal Ramp: The left rectangular area is true
black (digital 16). The right rectangular area is true white
(digital 235). Ramp runs from digital 1 up to digital 254.
On displays with adequate bit depth, Avia PRO Deep
Ramps should exhibit little or no banding. (Image levels
in this illustration were altered to display blacker than
black and whiter than white details.)

Waveform of Deep Horizontal Ramp shows plateaus at
black and white at each end of the pattern. Ramp runs
from below black to above white.



Deep ramps are supplied only in the horizontal
orientation, but single, crossed and double
crossed versions are all provided. Viewed on an
oscilloscope these deep ramps test extent and
linearity of the entire signal range. The ramps are
highly monotonic and should show little or no
banding on screen. If banding is visible using
deep ramps, the display or processing system is
failing to represent some luma values.

Deep Horizontal Double Cross Ramp: Beyond conven-
tional ramps, this deep ramp visually tests for banding
and loss of headroom and foot room signal levels.

The signal peaks and valleys of deep ramps indicate
how the entire signal range is preserved. Here, a
system's ability to handle the full foot room and head-
room range (digital 1 to 255) is evidenced by the
waveform's sharp upper and lower inflections.

Modulated Steps and Ramps

Modulated ramps and steps contain a constant ampli-
tude and phase chroma signal with luma staircase or
ramp. Viewed with a waveform monitor/vectorscope,
these patterns test how well chroma phase and ampli-
tude are preserved as luma changes.

Although not categorized as grayscale or gamma
tests, modulated steps and ramps are discussed
here because they combine aspects of grayscale
ramps and steps with a constant chroma signal.
Displayed on a screen, these patterns look like
yellow-green tinted versions of ramps or steps.
Little information can be gained by visually
inspecting them. Their utility is in instrumented
chroma signal analysis.

Modulated ramps and steps are used for testing
differential gain and phase. This is done on
waveform monitors and vectorscopes. Scope
usage is beyond the scope of this chapter, but on
well functioning systems, the chroma amplitude
and phase should not vary as luma varies. If
differential gain or phase errors are present, color
fidelity suffers.

Avia PRO includes modulated steps and ramps
encoded with 40 IRE amplitude chroma signals
on the negative Cb axis. Luma values in modu-
lated ramps and steps are selectable between
standard black to white range (digital 16 to 235)
or "deep" range (digital 1 to 254). The deep
versions are windowboxed rather than horizon-
tally sized for high monotonicity. Hence, some
visual banding in the ramps may be seen. This
banding is of no consequence in the instrumented
analysis for which these patterns are intended.

Full range modulated ramps and step patterns can
only exist in the component color space. They
include values that are not RGB legal. Avia PRO
supplies full range and the even wider range
"deep" versions of these patterns. Unlike the
RGB legal chroma sweeps and bowtie patterns
elsewhere in Avia PRO, the modulated steps and
modulate ramps must never be converted into
RGB color space. Doing so would severely
distort results.



Window Patterns
Grayscale calibration is an important and often
performed task. Avia PRO provides new tools to
make the process faster and easier. Window
patterns in Avia PRO enable black level verifica-
tion, white level clipping avoidance, and auto-
mated grayscale measurement. Windows are
available in increments as fine as 2.5 IRE and
range from below black to above white. Profes-
sional calibrators now gain the ability to select
their high and low intensity windows rather than
accept the values supplied on other discs or suffer
cumbersome navigation between two value
windows. Avia PRO includes windows in "sets"
which provide easy selection and rapid naviga-
tion between desired IRE window levels.

Gray Windows: Animated black level bars, edge
transition tests, and IRE level labels are integrated into
each window pattern. (Black level falsely elevated for
illustrative purposes)

Waveform of Window Pattern: Black level bars are at 4
IRE below black, 1 IRE above black, and 2 IRE above
black.

Higher IRE level window patterns include Avia Pro's
three white level bars to indicate clipping.

Waveform of High IRE Window Pattern: Windows at 90
IRE or higher include white level bars at 2 IRE below
white, 1 IRE below white, and 1 IRE above white.

Previous calibration DVD’s supplied window
patterns in much more limited configurations.
Avia PRO supplies grayscale calibration windows
in three manual sequences, three automated
sequences, and user selectable quadruplet sets.

Manual Sequences: Windows are available in
ascending order in 2.5 IRE, 5 IRE, or 10 IRE
increments. The 2.5 IRE increment sequence
starts below black and extends above white. Each
window displays indefinitely until the "next
chapter" button is pressed on the DVD remote.
Remote control "return" or "previous chapter"
buttons step backwards in the sequence. "Menu"
returns to the grayscale sequence menu. Individ-
ual windows are selectable from the 5 and 10 IRE
menus, but that would require too many menu
items in the 2.5 IRE sequence. For the 2.5 IRE
sequence,  every other window is directly acces-
sible. The window intensities between those in
the menu can be accessed with a subsequent
press of the "next chapter" button.

Note: The DVD specification limits the total
number of items permitted on a DVD menu. This
limit is higher for 4:3 aspect ratio menus than for
16:9 menus. For this reason, the disc intentionally
uses 4:3 menus when a large number of choices
are listed.

Automated Sequences: Grayscale calibration
report generation can be tedious. Avia PRO
includes automated sequences of grayscale
windows for use with computer controlled
measurement equipment. Each window of the
sequence is displayed for 5 seconds before
advancing to the next window. Just before each
window appears, a synchronization tone triggers
the sensing equipment to read a sample. Auto-
mated sequences are supplied in 2.5 IRE, 5 IRE,
or 10 IRE increments.

Calibration Sets: The optimum high and low
window values for calibration are not the same
for every type of display and instrument. AVIA



PRO makes it easy to select and use the appropri-
ate intensities instead of accepting limited
choices on disc or working through slow naviga-
tion. Calibration sets are quadruplets of four
patterns that form self contained loops. Each
quadruplet contains a high and a low window as
well as a middle window and black level screen.
The middle window is used to verify middle
grayscale tracking as the ends are adjusted. The
black level screen serves as an additional check
of black level correctness. The window patterns
themselves contain black level bars and steps to
allow continual monitoring of black level during
gray scale calibration.

Window quadruplets give professional calibrator
easy and rapid navigation between desired high
and low windows as well as black and middle
patterns to check progress. Quadruplet combina-
tions were designed to cover a wide range of
conditions. They have the following combina-
tions of IRE windows + black:

40  /  70  /  100  /  black
40  /  65  /   90  /  black
40  /  60  /   80  /  black

30  /  65  /  100  /  black
30  /  60  /   90  /  black
30  /  55  /   80  /  black

20  /  65  /  100  /  black
20  /  60  /   90  /  black
20  /  50  /   80  /  black

Grayscale calibration is faster, more convenient,
and flexible with Avia PRO.

Edge Transitions: Three types of horizontal
edge transitions are present in each window
pattern. These are useful for testing system
response for ringing, bandwidth, and group delay.
Transitions in the upper third of each window are
instantaneous. Transitions in the middle third are
T2-Steps with a critical frequency of 6.75 MHz
(NTSC DVD limit). Transitions in the lower third
are T2-Steps with a critical frequency of 4.0 MHz
(NTSC broadcast limit).

The upper third, instantaneous transitions are
very severe tests of system frequency response
and timing. Very few display systems other than
home theater PC's can reproduce transitions of
the upper third without ringing.  The middle third
transitions are less severe and should be cleanly
reproducible by higher performance home
cinema systems with sharpness correctly set. The
bottom third transitions are significantly fre-
quency limited and should be cleanly reproduci-

ble on most video systems when sharpness is
correctly set.

Gamma

Simply making red, green, and blue primaries
track together at D65 was once sufficient to
establish a good foundation for imaging. Today’s
digital displays add another aspect to be consid-
ered – gamma response. The NTSC video system
employs non-linear video signals. The overall
system (camera through display) response is
almost linear, but CRT displays inherently
respond to input voltage with an exponential light
output. The relationship is roughly:

Light output = constant * input^ gamma

Gamma is approximately 2.3 to 2.4 for real CRT
displays. There is actually a linear tail region near
black and gamma that is taken as 2.2 in formal
definitions, but the above is sufficiently accurate
for the purposes of this discussion.

To make overall system response linear, the
creators of the NTSC system had to choose
between requiring prohibitively expensive
gamma correction circuitry in every television vs.
making the signals pre-compensate for the
televisions. The choice made was to pre-
compensate at the source. NTSC cameras and
other signal sources apply an inverse gamma of
0.45 (1/2.2) to the video signal. That inverse
gamma encoded signal then yields a near-linear
overall system when played back through dis-
plays with proper gamma response. Because
actual CRT gamma is slightly higher than 2.2,
overall system gamma is slightly higher than
unity. The slight, overall positive gamma con-
veniently compensates for dark surround effect.

Proper gamma response automatically happens
on CRT displays by virtue of electron gun
physics. Newer, digital display technologies
don’t inherently have this response, but must still
deal with display video signals encoded with a
1/2.2 inverse gamma. Proper gamma response is
accomplished in such displays by processing the
incoming signal through gamma tables. These
gamma tables convert input levels into internal
levels that yield the desired gamma response.

Many digital displays have selectable or adjust-
able gamma tables and curves. Factory default
gamma tables do not always emulate standard
CRT response. Non-standard tables can dramati-
cally alter image appearance, but not always to
beneficial effect. Just like excessively blue



grayscale, gamma tables that boost middle and
high range contrast at the expense of shadow and
highlight detail are common. If one wishes to
achieve an accurate and pleasing image, gamma
response must also be adjusted to better match
standard gamma response – the response for
which NTSC material is authored to look best.

Gamma response is most accurately and thor-
oughly characterized by measuring output at
multiple IRE levels and plotting the curve. Avia
PRO’s automated grayscale window sequences
make that task easier, but a quick means of
estimating gamma response is also desirable.
Gamma tables allow rough estimation of gamma
response by comparing the light output of 50%
area coverage white vs. the level of gray needed
to match that intensity. White remains the same
intensity no matter the display gamma. Patterns
in which white covers 50% of the area, such as
every other line patterns, have half the light
intensity of solid white. Gamma charts rely on
that relationship in order to work. By comparing
that non-varying 50% light against patches of
gray (which are affected by gamma), the intensity
of signal need to produce a matching gray can be
related to screen gamma at the 1/2 intensity point.

Gamma Basic Chart: The gray patch whose brightness
best matches that of the background indicates display
gamma.

Use basic gamma charts by defocusing your eyes
and finding the gray patch which best matches
the background.  Avia PRO includes three basic
gamma patterns, all of which have coarse 50%
coverage white background patterns. The back-
grounds are intentionally coarse to help mitigate
factors that could change the brightness of 50%
coverage white. Frequency response problems
and scalers can alter the brightness of the back-
grounds, particularly if the background includes
fine lines or details. The coarser background
basic gamma patterns should be used first be-
cause they are the most immune to scaling and
frequency response effects.

Tri-Background Gamma

Tri-Background Gamma: Finer gamma estimation is
possible with this series of patterns.

The Tri-background Gamma pattern series is
designed to measure gamma in finer increments
than the basic gamma patterns. Step through the
patterns until you find the best match between the
gray patch and background. Three types of
backgrounds are supplied. All are 50% coverage
white lines, but they differ in coarseness. The
finest is at the left. The coarsest is at the right.
Gray patches across a row are all the same
intensity. If you see a difference in brightness
between the backgrounds, assume the coarser
background is most accurate and compare the
patches against that background. The three
backgrounds not only provide partial immunity to
scaling and frequency response effects, but also
indicate when scaling and frequency response are
altering the appearance of fine image features.

Gamma Tracking Pattern

Gamma tracking pattern determines display gamma and
verifies tracking against log steps.

If testing with the Tri-background gamma se-
quence shows that at least the middle background
is the same intensity as the rightmost back-
ground, then the Gamma Tracking pattern can be
used. This pattern has relatively fine features and
is the most susceptible to scaler and frequency
response effects. The gamma steps and log steps
of this series will track together when the pattern
gamma matches screen gamma.



Again caution is warranted if a scaler is present
which does not convert signals to linear space
prior to scaling. If results are confusing, it is best
to avoid gamma charts and actually measure
response using window pattern series. Measure-
ment and plotting of window pattern intensities
works accurately even if scaling and frequency
response problems are present.



Geometry
Geometry correction has always been an exacting
part of CRT projection setup. Avia PRO contains
flexible, high resolution geometry and conver-
gence tests to assist the process.

Checkerboards

3x3 Checkerboard 6.75MHz T2 step edged checker-
board pattern is one of several variations available for
contrast, geometry, and edge response testing.

Avia PRO checkerboard patterns extend the
usefulness of checkboards beyond simple ge-
ometry and contrast measurements.

Selectable Size: Checkerboards range from 1 x 1
to 8 x 8, rather than the usual limited choices.
Odd numbers of rectangles aid screen uniformity
testing by providing a central measurement point.

Edge Transition Testing: Three selectable edge
transitions allow evaluation of sharpness controls
and their effect on edge transitions ringing. The
edge transitions are instantaneous, 6.75 MHz
based T2 step and 4.0 MHz based T2 step edges.
All display should be able to display the 4.0 MHz
T2 step edges cleanly, but the other two types of
transition are more demanding. Very few dis-
plays can reproduce the instantaneous edge
transitions cleanly.

Triplets: Each family of checkboards is arranged
in a triplet of patterns. Advancing forward via the
DVD remote enables rotation among the three
patterns of a triplet. Each triplet is composed of a
regular, a luma inverted, and an aiming target
version of the pattern. The triplets speed display
contrast measurement. Inverting checkerboards
within each triplet means ANSI contrast style
data can be obtained without moving the light
sensor head. Formal ANSI contrast can also be
measured in the conventional manner with 4 x 4
checkerboards.

Crosshatch Patterns
Avia PRO includes the most complete and
advanced tools for geometry setup and conver-
gence. Rather than the usual limited set of ge-
ometry patterns, Avia PRO allows user selection
of hatch spacing, style, intensity, coloration, and
aspect ratio markers.

Hatch Pattern 2.35 in 1.78 Screen: Hatch pattern with
markers indicating overscan and area of aspect ratio
content.

The above crosshatch example shows some
features included in Avia PRO’s crosshatch
patterns.

Highest Resolution Possible on NTSC DVD:
Designed for today’s high resolution, progressive
scan displays, fine lined hatch patterns are at the
very single pixel limit of 480P NTSC DVD
resolution. Grid thickness of only one pixel
allows keen observation of convergence. For
displays incapable of using high-resolution
patterns, two pixel thickness patterns are also
supplied.

Centering Ticks: Tick marks precisely indicate
the center of the DVD pixel frame. Some other
calibration products improperly center test
patterns. Avia PRO maintains accurate alignment
within the 720 x 480 NTSC DVD pixel map.

Overscan Markers: Markers show overscan
percentage in 1% increments. Major area markers
along edges and corners indicate 5% and 10%
overscan and assist with linearity and centering.
Markers can be displayed or excluded as desired
by the calibrator. Both 1.33 and 1.78 aspect ratio
screens are supported. Within each screen type,
aspect ratio and overscan markers for the fol-
lowing are selectable:

a.  Plain (No Aspect Markers)
b.  1.33 Aspect Ratio
c.  1.78 Aspect Ratio
d.  1.85 Aspect Ratio
e.  2.00 Aspect Ratio
f.  2.35 Aspect Ratio



Safe Action and Safe Title Areas: Coinciding
with 10% and 5% overscan, these important
framing areas are indicated.

Selectable Grid Intensity & Colors: Crosshatch
intensities of 40, 60, 80 and 100 IRE as well as
tinted and multicolor hatches are available.
Tinted grids make red, green, and blue approxi-
mately the same visual intensity so convergence
can be performed without turning off or capping
color guns. Multi-color grids vary in color and
reveal small convergence errors as grid motion.

Adjustable Grid Spacing: Variable sized
hatches place grid intersections exactly where
needed. Use DVD player play, pause, and reverse
controls to select the grid spacing desired.

Circle Hatch: Circles verify size and linearity adjust-
ments of overall and corner geometry.

Diagonal Hatch: A useful pattern for setting linearity. By
sighting along diagonal lines and adjusting for straight-
ness, calibrators can quickly adjust linearity without
extra measurements.

Avia PRO provides calibrators a tool to fit the job
rather than forcing calibrators to compromise
with limited geometry pattern choices.

Checker Steps

3x3 Checker Steps Deep: Overall grayscale tracking
and display contrast is seen with this pattern.

3x3 Checker Steps Shallow: Shadow and highlight
detail preservation are seen with shallow checker steps.

Checker Steps add grayscale tracking verification
as well as highlight and shadow detail preserva-
tion to checkerboards.  They are provided in
multiple rectangle counts and with either shallow
or deep cross steps. All steps should be visible.
The darkest near black step is above black. The
brightest near white step is below white.



Color Calibration
Once geometry, black and white level, grayscale,
and gamma have been calibrated to form a
foundation for the image, colorization is added to
make the final image. This section discusses the
new color adjustment tests available in Avia
PRO.

Color Checkerboard

Color Checkerboard contains the same 75% color
values as in standard color bars, but is designed to
simplify visual matching of color patches. (Image altered
to show normally invisible blacker than black bar)

Visually guided adjustment of saturation, hue,
and color decoder axes requires precise determi-
nation of when color patches match each other in
intensity. This pattern improves accuracy by
placing test colors in a checkerboard layout.
When match is achieved the checkerboard
becomes a nearly uniform color when viewed
with the other two color channels shut off.  The
upper half of the pattern indicates saturation
correctness. The lower half indicates hue correct-
ness.

Color filters can be used to selectively observe
light of a single primary, but will almost always
allow some light of other channels to leak
through. Stacking layers of filter material can
boost filter selectivity, but doing so reduces total
light and that in itself reduces observer accuracy.
Shutting off color channels provides the most
accurate observation condition for precision color
decoder adjustment. Optical filters can be used if
care is taken to compensate for their intrinsically
imperfect selectivity.

Color Bars in Avia PRO

A wide variety of new and familiar color bars are
available in Avia PRO. Many have features for
testing white level, black level, and color decoder
accuracy in addition to the functions of conven-

tional color bars. Blue color bars in the calibra-
tion suites even include overscan markers.

Blue Bars WB: Color bars arranged for easiest blue-only
saturation and hue adjustment.  Windowboxing helps
keep important elements on screen. Gray reference bar
allows color decoder evaluation. Black and white levels
altered in this image to illustrate blacker than black and
whiter than white level bars.

Red Bars WB: As pioneered in Avia Guide to Home
Theater, color bars are also rearranged to aid red-only
or green-only based color adjustment.

Flashing Patches: Ovation Multimedia’s exclu-
sive feature of flashing patches improves ob-
server precision. Flickering of the patches is
minimized when color match is achieved. The
professional calibrator is strongly encouraged to
further improve observer precision by shutting
off color channels rather than using filters.

White Level Bars: Avia PRO’s standard white
level bars (2 IRE below, 1 IRE below, and 1 IRE
above white) are within the lower left white
patch. Animation improves their visibility.

Black Level Bars: Bars at 4 IRE below, 1 IRE
above, and 2 IRE above black in the lower right
of indicate proper black level.

Gray Reference Stripe: A 75% gray reference
stripe across top of pattern allows convenient
testing for color decoding problems such as red
push.

4.0 MHz T2 Edge Transition: Horizontal edge
transitions of white patch are bandwidth limited.



Over sharpening should be suspected if ringing is
seen at the left or right edges of the white patch.

Y/C Timing Testing: Color transitions between
colors are sharp and aligned at MPEG color
sampling boundaries to permit evaluation of Y/C
delay errors.

Color Bars Gray Middle, Variable Intensity: Variable
intensity color bars with gray reference in middle of
pattern.

Variable Intensity: The calibrator and system
tester can now select intensities of color bars
other than 75% or 100%. The DVD player play,
forward, reverse and pause controls can be used
to select a color bar of desired intensity.

Color Decoder Check: Comparison of color patch
intensity against gray background tests color decoder
accuracy in 5% accuracy.

Color Decoder Checks: Available in 10% or 5%
precision, these allow quantification of color
decoder problems such as red push and green
pull.

Chroma Upscale Error Tests

CUE Test Red: Red and Cr version of Color Upscale
Error test.

Chroma information on DVD is under sampled
both vertically and horizontally. During recon-
struction of the image, a reconstructed chroma
value must be given to each pixel. In other words,
the recorded chroma information is upscaled by
the DVD player. Unfortunately, many players
produce an artifact during the chroma upscaling
process. This is known as Chroma Upscale Error
(CUE) and the origin of this problem is described
below.

Chroma information is correctly downsampled
during encoding using two different methods.
One method is used for progressive scan mate-
rial. The other is used for interlaced material. In
order to avoid CUE, A DVD player must select
and use the chroma upscaling method that undoes
the method that was used during down sampling.
Unfortunately, many DVD players only imple-
ment one method– the method used for interlaced
material. If the original down sampling method
was progressive and the interlaced method is
used for upscaling, the resultant upscaled chroma
is corrupted. Most films on DVD are progressive
material so this problem can frequently appear.

Other causes of chroma upscale errors also exist,
but the cause described above is probably the one
of greatest interest because it affects critically
viewed film material. On smaller displays, CUE
artifacts are minimally visible, but on a large,
high-resolution home cinema display, CUE can
be seen as jagged edges along colored diagonal
edges and every other horizontal line color
intensity changes in gradients.

The CUE tests in Avia PRO are for detecting use
of interlaced chroma upscaling during display of
progressive material. This simulates the chroma
upscale error that may be seen on film-based
material.



Diamond Stacks: Columns of diamond shapes
with internal gradients allow visualization of
CUE induced jaggedness of diagonal edge
transitions. If CUE is present, the diagonal edges
nearly halve in resolution.

Chroma Sweeps: Some video processors are
able to hide CUE because they under sample
chroma. This filters out finer chroma details and
as a side effect also hides CUE. Filtering of
chroma resolution can be detected with the
vertical and horizontal chroma sweeps in this
pattern.

Progress has been made regarding CUE. Some
DVD players now upscale chroma using the
correct algorithm for each type of material and
are free of CUE.

Vector Grid

Vector Grid 75%: Color patches form a linear grid on
vectorscope if color processing is correctly.

Vectorscope of Vector Grid 75%: Sample colors are
uniformly and linearly aligned on vectorscope. The 75%
version of Vector Grid has colors limited within 75%
primary and secondary color.

Vector grids are used with a vectorscope to verify
that color decoding is uniform at multiple satura-
tions and phases. If chroma decoding is correct
and linear, the sample points and trace lines form
a linear grid on vectorscope. Apices at maximal
red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, and magenta
correspond to the colors in color bars. Both 75%

and 100% intensity version are available. The
color patches in Vector Grid 100% are the same
colors found in the Avia PRO Gamut test series.

Gamut Test

Gamut Test: Automated, detailed characterization of
display gamut is possible using this test and computer
controlled color measurement equipment.

The range of colors reproducible by a display is
known as its gamut. A wide gamut is desirable.
However color accuracy requires not only a wide
enough range of colors but also accurate repro-
duction of each color specified in a video signal.
Avia PRO includes the ability to perform exten-
sive color accuracy testing across the display
gamut. For the manufacturer, this is a tool for
ensuring designs produce accurate coloration
(flesh tones, greens, blues etc are all the correct
shade of color). For the equipment reviewer, the
gamut test provides an objective means of quanti-
fying and comparing coloration errors in dis-
plays. For the equipment installer, this is an aid
for recommending displays or compensating for a
given display’s color gamut.

Phosphor characteristics of CRT displays pro-
duced reasonably acceptable color rendition if
grayscale and color signal decoding were cor-
rectly set. Today’s digital display devices can
have markedly non-standard primaries, gamma
curves, and signal processing quirks. Despite
being set up correctly using gray windows and
color bars, displays with non-standard primaries
can still produce an incorrectly colored picture.

The Gamut test is a series of colored test win-
dows at the same colors as the Vector Grid 100%
test pattern. Its 91 color samples test color
performance through a wide color range rather
than just primaries and secondaries.  Each gamut
window is displayed for 5 seconds before auto-
matically advancing to the next sample. An audio
sync tone cues measuring equipment to measure
each sample. After all samples are acquired, the
data can be analyzed to show display gamut
errors. Armed with this information, the calibra-



tor can adjust color decoding to more accurately
produce expected colors.

Pixel Cropping

Pixel Cropping:  DVD Players often crop off several
pixels from video frame edges.

This pattern measures how much image a DVD
player crops. This differs from overscan losses on
a display. The maximum active line duration for
NTSC video signals is not long enough to ac-
commodate the entire 720-pixel frame width. As
a result, a DVD player's NTSC video output
typically crops about 9 pixels from the encoded
image’s 720-pixel frame width. The degree of
cropping may vary from 6 to 20 pixels or more.
This cropping may be on just one edge or taken
from both left and right edges. Sometimes top
and/or bottom pixels are also lost.

It is possible for a DVD system to display the
entire 720 pixel wide image, but doing so re-
quires circumvention of either NTSC timing or
MPEG-2 bandwidth limits. For example, com-
puter DVD playback systems can usually display
the full 720 x 480 pixel frame on a computer
monitor because the RGB video signals to the
monitor need not follow NTSC timing limits.
However, the NTSC video output from a normal
DVD player must still crop pixels if it is both
NTSC and MPEG-2 compliant.

This Pixel Cropping pattern measures how many
pixels are missing from each edge of the full 720
x 480 pixel image. First, set your display to
underscan mode (reduce vertical and horizontal
size enough to make raster edges visible.) Along
each edge of this pattern you will see a dashed
line. Each segment of the dashed line is 1 pixel
further from the frame edge. Markers indicate
how many pixels have been cropped from an
edge. Find the outermost visible dash segment
and read the adjacent markers to measure pixel
cropping.

Layer Change Test
DVD players vary in the amount of time needed
to complete a layer change. Delays can range
from momentary to considerably long breaks in a
film. This test allows simple measurement of
layer change time with just a stopwatch.

Start the test and watch as the frame count down
approaches zero. You will also see horizontal
lines approaching each other. At the moment the
lines meet (and the counter reaches zero), start
your stopwatch. The animation will continue and
the second half of the test will count towards the
moment you need to stop your timer. Some
stuttering or pauses in the animation indicate
layer change activity. Wait until the lines meet
again and then stop your timer. Subtract five
seconds from the elapsed time and you have the
player’s layer change time.

Layer Change Test measures how long a DVD player
needs to change layers.

The test works by having precisely five seconds
of animation between the two times the lines
meet each other. The DVD was then authored to
place a layer change during the middle of the
animation. Subtracting five seconds from the
actual playback time and what is left is the time
needed by the player to change layers. The
background of this pattern intentionally contains
a great deal of noise. This forces a high bit rate
and minimizes the effect of buffered data on
layer change time.



Uniformity

Uniformity: Orbiting dots against black, gray, white, red,
green, and blue backgrounds test screen uniformity, and
presence of bad pixels.

The Uniformity pattern is a visual test of how
well a display maintains screen uniformity.
Screen uniformity problems such as side-to-side
color shift on CRT projectors, imperfect optical
integrators in digital projectors, uneven panel
bias voltages, and hot spotting are all easily
detected using this test pattern. The test also
checks for stuck or dead pixels on fixed panel
displays.

Two dots revolve in opposing directions in front
of a succession of black, gray, white, red, green,
and blue backgrounds. Use the pattern by allow-
ing your eyes to follow the motion of one orbit-
ing dot. Pay attention to the background as your
eyes shift around the screen. The pattern back-
ground is uniform and devoid of features. Uni-
formity problems appear as screen areas differing
from the rest of the screen. You may notice that
one corner of the screen is brighter, or one side is
a different color of gray, or the center of the
screen is much brighter. These are all due to
screen and/or projector uniformity problems.

Picture elements stuck in the on or off position
are readily detected as anomalous spots if one
tests using all six color backgrounds. Look for
any pixels that fail to change color in step with
the rest of the pattern background. While some
bad pixels are acceptable in computer and pres-
entation applications, the more critical viewing
needs of a home cinema practically demand the
projector have zero dead or stuck pixels. Other-
wise, viewer attention is distracted during films.

If a display has slow recovery time, a faint trail
may be seen behind the orbiting dots. This is
most likely to be seen on LCD panels with slow
recovery time. Counter rotation of the two dots
also aids observation of color separation artifact.
As your eyes track the motion of one dot, they
move relative to the other dot. The other dot may

break up into separate red, green, and blue
elements on systems that sequentially display the
three primary colors.

Rainbow Dither

Rainbow Dither pattern reveals temporal dithering and
color separation artifacts.

Some digital displays (and video processors)
have insufficient bit depth to represent all luma
values within a single video frame. A combina-
tion of spatial and temporal dithering can in-
crease the effective bit depth and renders gradi-
ents smoothly during still images, but image
motion dramatically reduces the effectiveness of
spatial and temporal dithering. During motion,
bit depth may plummet and create visible con-
touring or banding. On live material, one sees
such problems during camera pans. Avia PRO's
exclusive Rainbow Dither test pattern allows
observation for temporal dithering motion arti-
facts at various image motion velocities. The
pattern has a second function. It also helps detect
color separation or rainbow artifacts on sequen-
tial color displays.

The Avia PRO Rainbow Dither patterns are
supplied in both video motion and 2/3 pull down
film motion versions. Moving placards in the
pattern indicate velocity of motion in pixels/film
frame or pixels/video field. The patterns start
without any motion so still image bit depth may
be compared against performance during motion.

Gray, dark gray, and flesh tone spheres in the
pattern possess smoothly contoured gradients.
These glide across the screen and test bit depth
performance at varying velocities. Better per-
forming displays avoid contouring up to higher
velocities. The author suggests familiarizing
yourself with the appearance of the pattern on a
CRT monitor to see how a display without dither
renders the moving pattern. Once familiar with
the artifact free pattern appearance, you’ll be able
to recognize banding and contouring of the
spheres more readily.



Rainbow artifact or color separation artifact can
be induced if a display sequentially presents the
color components of an image. During eye
motion, image details may visibly break into
separate red, green, and blue images. Color
separation artifact is less visible as color se-
quence rate increases. Watch for color separation
artifacts by following the motion of the spheres
across the screen while paying attention to the
three vertical white bars in the pattern. As motion
velocity increases you may see the bars separate
into different colors. Color wheel speed has a
dramatic effect on how high pattern motion
velocity reaches before one sees color separation.

This unique Avia PRO pattern facilitates system-
atic comparison of dither and color artifact
performance between displays with different
speed color wheels and displays without sequen-
tial color presentation.

Moving Zone Plate

Moving Zone Plate tests resolution and deinterlacing at
multiple motion velocities and directions.

Deinterlacing and scaling performance are central
to the success of today’s progressive scan dis-
plays. Not only must a video processor deinter-
lace appropriately, but it must also scale the
image to target display resolution. Both processes
potentially degrade image resolution. The Avia
PRO Moving Zone plate patterns test scaler and
deinterlacer performance over a range of veloci-
ties and directions. Moving Zone Plate tests are
provided in 2/3 pull down film motion, interlaced
video motion, and 2/2 pull down motion versions.

Motion Indicators: The first line of text in the
pattern indicates the current type of motion. Zone
Plates in 2/3 pull down film motion are flagged
and test the ability of a DVD player to detect and
properly follow pull down and repeat flags.
Deinterlacing within a DVD player should be
without loss of lock during film motion. If the
interlaced output of a DVD player is used,
cadence detection of video processors is tested

during film motion. Video and 2/2 motions are
not flagged on disc and test cadence detection
rather than flag detection.

Motion in horizontal, vertical, diagonal, and
circular directions are all tested. Velocity is
indicated in x and y pixels/frame. As each motion
direction is tested, velocity accelerates.  Motion
was animated in integer pixel increments to avoid
moiré effects that would have occurred with
fractional pixel motions.

Zone Plate: A circular zone plate from 2.0 to 4.0
MHz tests for resolution losses and moiré arti-
facts.

Resolution Wedges: Horizontal and vertical
resolution wedges serves as additional indicators
of image resolution during motion.

Color Plates: Small color zone plates at 2.0 MHz
test red, Cr, and Cb resolution. The top color
plate is modulated in red, the middle is modu-
lated in Cr, and the bottom modulated in Cb.
Chroma components are encoded RGB legal to
permit testing of processor which operate in RGB
color space. On systems that degrade chroma
resolution, internal circular features of the color
plates are attenuated.

Motion Transitions

Motion Transitions: Zone plate currently six frames past
last edit as indicated by white dot in pattern and also
text counter.

The Motion Transitions pattern is a rigorous test
of deinterlacer accuracy and recovery.  Simple
moving zone plate patterns test resolution and
scaling during motion, but deinterlacers must also
cope with scene edits that alter film cadence or
switch between film and video motion. Avia
PRO’s Motion Transitions test contains all 25
film-to-film edits (including bad edits), 5 film-to-
video edit transitions, and 5 video-to-film edit
transitions. Cadence detection, stability, and
recovery time to regain lock are all tested with
this pattern.



This test is particularly severe for progressive
scan DVD players. It is easy to design a progres-
sive scan DVD player to merely follow on disc
flags, but not all DVD material is properly
flagged. Some film-based material may not even
be flagged. An in-player deinterlacer must
actually have a means of detecting cadence
independent of flags if it is to properly deal with
all material. Rather than test the more trivial task
of following flags, the Avia PRO Motion Transi-
tions pattern is not flagged. So, it tests actual
ability to detect cadence from video content. That
is a task which external video scalers must
naturally perform (since they never receive flag
information).  Simple in-player deinterlacers that
rely solely on flags will fare poorly with this test.

Detection of cadence is not without a price. The
process requires several frames of video to be
analyzed in order to decide current cadence. This
means video processors will often delay the video
signal slightly. If the delay is large, audio and
video lip sync errors become noticeable. This
pattern includes a beep tone that can be used to
check the number of fields video delay that have
been introduced by the video processor. As the
zone plate in the pattern reaches the top of its
motion (and usually bottom) a sync check tone is
played. If video delay is present, the tone will be
heard before the zone plate reaches top position.
The number of frames error can be estimated on
screen.

Motion Transitions: Zone plate during a frame that has
top and bottom fields from same film frame. Once
cadence lock is regained, the zone plate appears more
solid.

Zone Plate: A zone plate revolves inside a
circular series of tick marks. Observe how well
the zone plate is preserved. When cadence lock is
incorrect, the zone plate will moiré or double.
Once cadence lock is reestablished the zone plate
appears markedly more solid.

Timing Marks: A white dot revolves in sync
with the zone plate. Each tick mark represents
one video frame of time. Every fifth mark is
darker. A total of 2 seconds or 60 frames equals

one revolution around the circular path. Watching
the zone plate and noting the white dot position at
which lock is regained measures the number of
frames needed to regain lock.

Edit Type Indicator: At the upper left of the
pattern, the upcoming or previous type of edit is
indicated.

Current Frame Type: Halfway down the
pattern, at the left side are two letters. The upper
letter indicates which frame the upper field is
from. The lower letter indicates the frame the
lower field is from. Text is intentionally nearly
the same color as the background to avoid
confusing deinterlacers with the intrinsically 2/2
motions of the lettering changes.

Frames Since Transition Counter: Lower left
of screen indicates how many frames have passed
since the last edit transition. Each cadence is kept
stable for at least 150 frames before the next edit
occurs.

View each edit transition and note how long the
deinterlacer takes to regain lock. If the zone plate
appears not to change appearance immediately
after edit transitions or always looks like it does
during video motion, the most likely explanation
is that the deinterlacer does not detect cadence
and has defaulted to a fixed video cadence.  On a
well functioning deinterlacer, the zone plate will
usually moiré or double for several frames after
an edit transition. The number of frames needed
to regain lock varies with type of edit transition.
Observe the entire sequence to test all types of
edits.

You may sometimes see a processor lose lock
briefly after cadence has been stable. Close
examination will probably reveal this is the point
at which wording for the next transition type
appears. This is normal and indicates the proces-
sor detected the wording change as noise in the
video stream. Cadence is usually quickly re-
gained after such a “glitch.”



Disc Navigation
Control of Avia Pro Video Test DVD is conven-
iently performed through on-screen menus. DVD
remote control buttons have the following ac-
tions:

Title: Jumps to main disc menu
Menu: Returns to current menu
Next: Goes to next test signal
Previous: Goes to preceding test signal
Return: Also goes to preceding signal
Up, down, left, right: Selects an item
Enter: Displays highlighted item.

Title and chapter number navigation enables
random access of test patterns. However, on
some DVD players, this feature is available only
while an actual test signal is being displayed, but
not during display of a menu.
__________________________

Notes:

Frequency values in this chapter and on disc
assume interlaced output. If progressive scan
output is used, actual signal frequency is double
that indicated.

IRE labels assume 7.5 IRE setup is added by the
DVD player. If no setup is added, then compute
actual IRE as…

Actual IRE = (labeled IRE - 7.5)/92.5 * 100

GK


